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Each individual lives in accordance with his or her personal code of ethics.  Within broad 
limits, conflicts between inconsistent personal ethical codes are matters of personal choice that can 
coexist.  Only where one’s personal ethics leads one to compel others to adopt the same ethics is 
conflict inevitable.  Business ethics, in contrast, is collective and unavoidably affect others.  
Because firms compete, in a workably competitive market, ethical values that conflict with 
maximization of company profits and that are ignored by even a few competitors must be ignored 
by all other competitors to avoid reduced profits or being driven out of business.  The choice of 
business ethics codes that can be adopted is limited by economic principles of profit maximization.   

Since mainstream voluntary ethical codes taught in most business schools conflict both with 
many ethicists’ descriptions of what is or is not ethical and with descriptions of profit-maximizing 
business behavior taught in those same business schools, business persons can and often do adopt 
the interpretation of business ethics that maximize profits.  If society chooses to construct a code of 
business ethics, society must make the code the law and enforce it.  Despite disputes over what 
constitutes ethical business behavior, society can develop a just code of business ethics with 
sanctions that make it profit-maximizing to comply with the code.   

In Part I, a composite “conventional code of business ethics” taught in most business schools 
today is summarized and some of the conventional code’s major weaknesses and inconsistencies 
are identified.  In Part II, the consequences of believing business persons will follow a voluntary 
business ethics code other than the code that maximizes profits are described.  In Part III, the 
inconsistent nature of competing ethical codes is summarized to show how business persons can 
find intellectual support for a broad range of competing ethical codes, thus rationalizing the use of 
the profit-maximizing ethical code on philosophical grounds.  In the same part, John Rawls’s 
theories of a just structure that provides a means for society to select from among the many 
competing business ethical codes are outlined.  In Part IV, the paper describes partially successful 
efforts to implement Rawls’s theories by imposing legally enforceable rules on business with 
penalties for violations.  Properly enforced, the rules make profit-maximizing behavior the 
behavior society deems to be ethical.  The principles of law provide pieces of a negotiated code of 
business ethics and a structure of punishment for violation that converts society’s consensus ethical 
code into mandated business practices. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I. THE STANDARD BUSINESS ETHICS PARADIGM 
 

The “mainstream” view of business and ethics is identified in ethics textbooks such as that by 
Carroll and Buchholtz and is summarized in other business texts such as Clarkson et al.1  The 
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mainstream view is that ethics “focuses on what constitutes right or wrong behavior in the business 
world and on how moral and ethical principles are applied by business persons to situations that 
arise in their daily activities in the workplace.”2  Business ethics is supposed to be an extension of 
the ethics that guides personal behavior.3  Yet the ethics guiding personal behavior has no 
objective definition.4  Ethics is only a reflection of social beliefs about right and wrong behavior in 
the business world.5  Many unethical business decisions are made, either because they do not 
violate the law, or because the violation will not be prosecuted.6   

There is no consistent explanation for why, if an act is not unlawful it is unethical—a major 
deficiency given the fundamental conflicts about what constitutes ethical behavior.  Yet business 
law texts often assert7 that legal compliance is the moral minimum acceptable standard for ethical 
business behavior8 and they assert that business ethics imposes some unspecified higher standard.9  
Why any business person should be held to someone else’s subjective definition of the “optimal” 
level of morality, rather than the “moral minimum,” is left unanswered.10  Clarkson’s lame excuse, 
“[T]he law does not—and cannot—provide the answers for all ethical questions,”11 simply does 
not pass muster in a common law legal system where each judge’s job is to shape the law to 
resolve both legal and equitable issues as they arise.12  

The mainstream rejects the competing view that profit maximization and compliance with 
law are the only ethical obligations of business and instead presents a corporate citizenship concept 
of ethical behavior, which claims that corporations should actively promote goals that society 
deems worthwhile and take positive steps toward solving social problems.13  There is, however, no 
consensus as to what corporate citizens should be responsible for or to whom they should be 
responsible.14  For example, the usual textbook discussion reviews duty-based ethics (Judeo-

                                                                                                                  
1 Archie B. Carroll and Ann K. Buchholtz, Business & Society, Ethics and Stakeholder Management (South-
Western Publishing, New York, 2000) (hereinafter, “Carroll and Buchholtz”); .Kenneth W. Clarkson, Roger 
LeRoy Miller, Gaylord A. Jentz, Frank B. Cross, West’s Business Law, (Southwestern Publishing, New York, 
2004) (hereinafter, “Clarkson”).   This is not to say that all of the authors agree about everything.  See, e.g. 
Henry R. Cheeseman, Business Law Ethical, International, & E-Commerce Environment, (Prentice Hall,  4th 
ed., 2001) (hereinafter “Cheeseman”); and Richard A. Mann & Barry S. Roberts, Business Law and the 
Regulation of Business, 16-36 (Thomson, New York, 2005), (hereinafter “Mann-Roberts”).  In addition, Elaine 
Sternberg, Just Business, Business Ethics in Action (Oxford University Press, 2000) (hereinafter “Sternberg”) 
presents a position closer to the one outlined here and rejects most of the positions taken by Clarkson and by 
Carroll and Buchholtz.  Finally, Tibor R. Machan and James E. Chesher, A Primer on Business Ethics (Rowman 
& Littlefield, 2002) present yet another view of business ethics that conflicts with the views of virtually all of 
the other authors referenced in this footnote.  It is, however, fair to describe the Clarkson/Carroll and Buchholtz 
view as by far the mainstream view taught in ethics and business law courses today.  
2 Clarkson supra note 1, at 822. 
3 Id. 
4 Id. at 983. 
5 Id. at 97. 
6 Id. at 824. 
7 See infra, this Part. 
8 Clarkson, supra note 1 at 828. 
9 Id. at 6, 97, 822, 828. 
10 Id. at 828. 
11 Id. at 97.   
12 See, e.g. James Barnes, Terry M. Dworkin, Eric L. Richards, Laws for Business, 14-15 (8th ed.  McGraw-Hill, 
2003).  “If there is no statute or other type of law providing a rule the court can use to resolve a dispute, it is not 
excused from making a decision.  Instead the court must declare the rule of law for that dispute.  Such court-
created law is called common law.”  Id.  See also, Frederick Pollock and F.W. Maitland, The History of English 
Law Before the Time of Edward I, Vol. I., 176-8 (Cambridge University Press, London, 1968).  
13 Id. at 98-99. 
14 Carroll and Buchholtz supra note 1, at 63-90 summarize a theory of stakeholder management; but dodge the 
question of whether that will reduce profits claiming that such practices may be profit-maximizing (see 
especially 52 to 57).  To the extent that the ethical code being followed by a company maximizes profits there is 
no conflict between the firm’s ethical code and the profit-maximizing code of ethics. 
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Christian and Kantian ethics)15 and outcome or consequential ethics (Utilitarianism).16  Kantian 
ethics and Utilitarianism are inconsistent and produce different ethical conclusions when applied to 
the same body of operative fact, making it difficult to determine what is or is not an ethical 
practice.17   

The stakeholder approach is supposed to implement the “corporate citizen” concept by 
holding that a corporation has duties to shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, 
communities, and creditors, each of whom is affected by corporate decisions.18  Ethical behavior 
requires the business decision maker to make decisions that properly balance the competing 
effects.19  Unfortunately, the ethical issues the authors identify lead to conflicts and tradeoffs 
between stakeholders, e.g. downsizing which helps shareholders but hurts employees.20  More 
fundamentally, the approach offers no explanation for why unelected business persons rather than 
elected legislators should address and resolve social problems.21 

It is difficult to find practical examples of ethical violations other than those that are also 
violations of law.  For example, Clarkson illustrates his assertion that firms should not go too far in 
an attempt to increase their profits at the expense of society by pointing to firms such as Enron and 
WorldCom.  In both instances the companies were convicted for illegal acts, not simply for being 
unethical.22  The mainstream’s efforts at providing examples of clearly unethical behavior that is 

                                                 
15 Individuals should evaluate their actions in light of the consequences that would flow if everyone in society 
acted in the same way (an oversimplification of Kant).  In exchange for the duty of behaving in a certain 
manner, individuals have rights, e.g., the right not to be killed, corresponds to the duty not to kill.  Clarkson 
goes on to argue that Kantian ethics implies fundamental rights based on the personal dignity of each 
individual’s life, freedom, and pursuit of happiness.  Clarkson does not, however, explain what this has to do 
with business ethics other than to suggest that each business decision should be judged by how the firm would 
behave if every other firm behaved the same way.  Judeo-Christian ethics are another form of duty ethics—the 
duty is to follow God’s directives, Clarkson supra note 1, at 831.   Analyzing business opportunities from the 
perspective of what would happen if everyone else were pursuing them often conflicts with profit-maximizing 
business practice since being first to do something when others are not doing it is often a formula for large 
profits.  Duty-based ethics is referred to by Cheeseman as “ethical fundamentalism,” Cheeseman supra note 1, 
at 162.   
16 Clarkson supra note 1, at 831-2.  Utilitarians argue that the outcome or consequences of an action rather than 
the nature of the action itself is what is important for determining whether or not the action is ethical. An act is 
morally correct, or “right,” when, among the people it affects, it produces the greatest amount of good for the 
greatest number.  Id. at 832.  Clarkson calls for a cost-benefit comparison of the positives and negatives of each 
alternative action, Id.  Furthermore, Clarkson’s formulation of utilitarianism appears to assume that 
interpersonal utility comparisons can be made—that the value of $1,000 to Mr. A who has millions is the same 
as the value of that money to Mr. B who is broke.  This view has been shown to be incorrect.  See, E. D. Fagan, 
Recent and Contemporary Theories of Progressive Taxation, Journal of Political Economy Aug. 1938, XLVI, 
457-98.; Armen A. Alchian, The Meaning of Utility Measurement, American Economic Review, 1953; Kenneth 
Boulding, Economic Analysis, 631-631 (Harper & Row, 1966). 
17 In the eighth edition Clarkson showed how Kantian and Utilitarian ethics can produce different results; 
however, he chose to drop this example in the Ninth Edition.  (See Kenneth W. Clarkson, Roger LeRoy Miller, 
Gaylord A. Jentz, Frank B. Cross, West's Business Law, Eighth Edition, 742 (West Legal Studies In Business, 
2001).    
18 Carroll and Buchholtz, supra. note 1, at 99.      
19 Clarkson supra note 1, at 832.  See also Cheeseman supra note 1, at 170-171, who first summarizes, then 
rejects the stakeholder theory and concludes that one is compelled by standards of business ethics to do no more 
than comply with the law.   
20 Id. at 826. 
21 See, e.g. No By-Line, The Good Company; a Survey of Corporate Social Responsibility, The Economist, 
January 22, 2005 (hereinafter, Good Company). 
22 Clarkson supra note 1, at 98.  Clarkson’s examples include Time Warner Entertainment Co. v. Six Flags Over 
Georgia, L.L.C. 563 S.E. 2d 178 (2002).  Enron’s corporate culture fostered unethical and illegal business 
decision making described at http://insidelook.westbuslaw.com.  The convictions of Enron and WorldCom 
executives for violations of law are summarized in Sara Sun Beale and Adam G. Safwat, The Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act of 2002:  What Developments in Western Europe Tell Us about American Critiques of Corporate Criminal 
Liability, 8 Buff. Crim. L.R. 89 (2004) (hereinafter “Beale and Safwat”); Roland Hefendehl, WorldCom. White 
Collar Criminal Law in Comparative Perspective:  The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002:  Enron, WorldCom, and 

not unlawful fail.23  This is not surprising given that even with respect to equitable remedies 
developed under the common law there are many conflicts of law from state to state that suggest 
that the determination of what is lawful (much less ethical) is subject to dispute.24     

The “corporate responsibility” view conflicts with the more realistic positions taken by a 
minority of authors, such as Cheeseman, who argue that a corporation’s duty is to make a profit 
while avoiding causing harm to others by correcting the social injury it causes, for example, by 
cleaning up its own pollution.25  Cheeseman’s position avoids the inherent conflict between 
officers’ and directors’ fiduciary duty to maximize profits for shareholders and acting for the 
benefit of other stakeholders in breach of that duty when company profits are reduced to benefit 
e.g. communities or employees.26   

In the end it is the public’s elected officials, and not unelected corporate boards, that should 
determine what is appropriate for society.27   Telling shareholders or managers to take money out 
of their own pockets to be socially responsible is not going to elicit the response the authors seem 
to want given current cultural behavior.28  There will be no enforcement of ethical pronouncements 
in companies that choose to reject those pronouncements in favor of higher profits as long as 
rejection does not constitute an illegal activity.29   

Perhaps to make the texts more marketable authors tend to discus the virtues of business 
ethics but not the problems of implementation.  Cheeseman mentions that what constitutes an 
acceptable business ethics code may be defined by Rawls’s theories of social justice, which are 
built in part on the theories of social contract in the context of democracy developed by John 
Locke and Jean Jacques Rousseau.30  Rawls describes a distributive justice theory in which fairness 
is defined to be the essence of justice.  He rejects the idea that there is one basis for explaining how 

                                                                                                                  
the Consequence:  Business Criminal Law Between Doctrinal Requirements and the Hopes of Crime Policy, 8 
Buff. Crim. L.R. 51 (2004) (hereinafter “Hefendehl”). 
23 Clarkson supra note 1, at 97.  For example, he questions the ethics of selling drugs abroad that are not lawful 
for sale in the U.S.  In light of the difficulties getting drugs approved for use in the U.S. questioning the 
marketing of such drugs in other countries is suspect.  Id. at 98. 
24 See, e.g. the conflict between employer rights under the “at will” doctrine of employment and an employee’s 
reasonable expectation of continued employment under theories of implied contract.  Compare: Texas and 
Virginia use employment at will to trump implied contract rights, see, e.g. Mission Petroleum Carriers v. Roy B. 
Solomon, 106 S.W. 3d 705 (S.Ct. Tex. 2003)  (termination of an employee at will for failing a random drug test 
upheld even though the firm did not exercise ordinary care in the manner it collected the urine specimen.); 
Texas Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Companies v. James Sears, 84 S.W. 3d 604 (S.Ct. Tex. 2002).  (Insurance 
company does not owe its at-will independent agent a common law duty of ordinary care in investigating the 
agent’s alleged misconduct.  Recognizing negligent-investigation cause of action would alter the “at will” nature 
of the employment).  Kuest v. Regent Assisted Living, Inc. 43 P.3d 23 (2002) (Employee had implied contract 
even though he agreed in writing to be employee at will); Eales v. Tanana Valley Medical-Surgical Group, Inc., 
663 P.2d 958 (Alaska 1983) (promise that as long as employee did his job he could stay until retirement age was 
enforceable).  
25 Cheeseman supra note 1, at 170.   
26 See, e.g. Dodge v. Ford Motor Company, 170 N.W. 688 (Mich. 1919).  See also, Mosser v. Darrow, 341 U.S. 
267 (1951); however, there have been moves to reduce fiduciary accountability, see, e.g. Dirks v. Securities and 
Exchange Commission, 463 U.S. 646 (1983) (Fiduciary duty not breached by a knowing and intentional 
violation of an insider's duty to shareholders if the insider does not act from a motive of personal gain).  
Clarkson, somewhat disingenuously, discusses breach of fiduciary duty as a major ethical breach.  See Clarkson 
supra note 1, at 752-757, In re Cumberland Farms, Inc. 284 F.3d 216 (1st Cir. 2002); Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp. v. Castetter, 184 F.3d 1040 (9th Cir. 1999). 
27 See, e.g. Good Company, supra note 21,  (arguing that business does best for society when it complies with 
the law and maximizes equity holders profits), Michael Lewis, The Irresponsible Investor, New York Times 
Magazine June 6, 2004, at 68-71(hereinafter, Irresponsible Investor) (pointing out that shareholders demand 
higher profits, not what the texts call social responsibility).  
28 No By-Line, Corporate Greed?  The Other Guy Started It, New York Times, Sunday July 4, 2004. 
29 Clarkson supra note 1, at 98.   
30 Cheeseman supra note 1, at 165-6, accord, Mann-Roberts supra note 1, at 16-36, esp. at 20.  John Rawls, A 
Theory of Justice, (Harvard University Press, 1971), (hereinafter “Theory of Justice”); John Rawls, Political 
Liberalism, (Columbia University Press, 1996) (hereinafter, “Political Liberalism”) 
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theories of business ethics can be implemented when they are in conflict with one another.31  
Mann-Roberts contrast Rawls’s theories with those of Robert Nozick, who argues that preservation 
of liberty, property, and free markets are the obligation society owes its members, and that neither 
government imposed ethical structure nor any form of compelled ethical redistribution of resources 
is warranted.32  Nozick argues that social redistribution of benefits is what is unjust because it takes 
from people who earn and gives to people who do not earn.33   

In light of conflicting ethical views such as these, it is somewhat puzzling that ethical 
relativism, which holds that individuals must decide what is ethical based on their own feelings as 
to what is right or wrong, is dismissed by business ethicists.34  More pragmatically dismissing 
ethical relativism forces one to ignore intractable problems such as reconciling the requirement for 
bribes, which are both lawful and expected in some countries, with U.S. law outlawing such 
payments.35   
 

 
II. THE ECONOMIC BASIS OF THE PROFIT-MAXIMIZING CODE OF ETHICS 

 
Individuals manage their personal affairs in accordance with conflicting ethical codes; 

whereas businesses cannot.  Within broad limits, differences in personal ethics can be tolerated 
because, to a substantial extent, each individual can adopt an ethical code without imposing the 
code or its consequences on other individuals. 36  (For example, one individual who chooses not to 
eat meat as an ethical matter does not prevent another person from choosing to eat meat.)  
Voluntary compliance with competing ethical codes can be consistent with a pluralistic society.  
Two obvious exceptions are imposition of criminal law, a statutory imposition of a single ethical 
code, and imposition of civil tort law, a common law imposition of an ethical code.37  In contrast, 
competition often prevents employers from choosing their own business ethics code, and the 
mandates of employers often prevent employees from doing so.38  

Business ethics, to the extent it increases costs, is collective, and one firm’s adoption of a 
lower cost ethical code imposes economic pressure on other firms to adopt the same lower cost 
code.  In a workably competitive market firms maintaining costly voluntary ethical codes lose 
money and are either forced to go out of business or to abandon those portions of the ethical code 
that raise costs.39  As a result, the code of business ethics that maximizes firm profits will prevail 
over other ethical codes.   

                                                 
31Political Liberalism supra note 30, A Theory of Justice supra note 30.  The concept is developed further in 
Parts III and IV. 
32 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (Oxford University Press, 1974). 
33 Id.  The issue is also alluded to in Mann-Roberts supra note 1, at 20.   The concept is central to the problem of 
identifying just what constitutes business ethics (see, e.g. Good Company supra note 21; Irresponsible Investor 
supra note 27) and is discussed in Part III infra. 
34 Cheeseman supra note 1, at 166.  He dismisses the concept as one that few philosophers advocate today.  Id. 
at 833. In doing so, he dismisses a major line of philosophers from the Sophists to the Existentialists without a 
factual base or a footnote.  In doing so he also rejects a substantial portion of the basis on which Rawls 
substitutes a theory of justice that is enforced for competing theories of ethics that cannot be agreed upon, much 
less enforced.  Ethical relativism is discussed extensively as the dominant philosophy of our time in Part III. 
35 For example, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. §78m (2005), prohibits U.S. business persons from 
bribing foreign officials to secure advantageous contracts.  Such practices are normal and expected business 
customs in other parts of the world. 
36 See generally, Political Liberalism supra note 30. 
37 Tort law imposes a single ethical code of responsibility on the tortfeasor (one who engages in negligent 
behavior that harms another).  See generally, William L. Prosser, Law of Torts, (West Publishing Co., 1971), 
“[T]he law of torts is a battleground of social theory.” Id. at 14-16.   
38 See infra Part IV. 
39 This is not inconsistent with firms advertising that they operate under an altruistic code of ethics.  See Paul A. 
Samuelson, Economics, 484-485 (eighth ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1970).  Samuelson points out, “[M]any 
acts of altruism and apparent generosity can be amply defended in terms of public relations and the 
maximization of long-run profits.” Id. at 485.     

This is not to say one cannot extend one’s personal ethics to the workplace.  If owners of an 
oligopoly or monopoly elect reduced monopoly profits in exchange for imposing their personal 
ethical code on a business, they may do so.40  Employers may be able to shift the cost of a 
preferred ethical code to employees with compatible ethical codes.  Such employees may accept 
lower wages to work for a company whose ethical code is consistent with their own.41  However, 
managers violate their fiduciary duty to those owners opposed to receiving reduced profits in 
exchange for financing managers’ chosen ethical code.42  This is the basis on which Milton 
Friedman argues that the social responsibility of business is for business to maximize profits for 
shareholders.43  A corporation has one and only one social responsibility, “to use its resources and 
engage in activities designed to increase its profits, so long as it stays within the rules of the game, 
which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception and fraud.”44   

Outside of business ethics courses, the subject matter of corporate responsibility is all about 
making more money.45  Standard economics texts have enshrined the same principles in 
contemporary economic theory that have been espoused by economists for more than two hundred 
years.  Adam Smith wrote at the time of the American revolution, “Society may subsist among 
different men as among different merchants, from a sense of its utility, without any mutual love or 
affection; and though no man in it should owe any obligation or be bound in gratitude to any other, 
it may still be upheld by a mercenary exchange of good offices according to an agreed 
valuation.”46  The same view is expressed by the popular  
contemporary exponent of such “selfish” behavior, Ayn Rand.47  She asserts that the only 
obligation owed is that which is supported by a mutual-benefit-by-exchange—the economic 
principle of profit maximization.48  Smith noted that the natural course of business persons was to 
conspire with one another to drive down the price of labor and increase profits while the laborer 
had little ability to defend against management.49   

                                                 
40 The owners spend their own money to extend their personal ethics to their business by agreeing to pay the 
price out of their monopoly or oligopoly earnings.  Employees with compatible personal ethical codes may 
choose employment with such firms.  Robert Pindyck and Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Microeconomics, 419-443 
(Prentice Hall, 1995) (hereinafter “Pindyck and Rubinfeld”).  
41 Id. at 85-88.  
42 Dodge v. Ford Motor Company, 170 N.W. 688 (Mich. 1919).  (The duty that officers and directors owe to a 
company is to maximize profits for stockholders and discretion of directors and officers does not extend to 
reduction of profits in order to pursue other social purposes); Meinhard v. Salmon, 164 N.E.2d 545, 546 (N.Y. 
App. 1928).   
43 Milton Friedman, The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase Its Profits, New York Times Magazine, 
September 13, 1970; (hereinafter Friedman, Social Responsibility of Business); Milton Friedman, Does Business 
Have Social Responsibility? Bank Administration, April 1971, 13-14, Milton Friedman, Capitalism and 
Freedom, 133 (University of Chicago Press, 1962).   
44 Friedman, Social Responsibility of Business, supra note 43.   
45 The Irresponsible Investor, supra note 27, referring to the ethics course taught by Professor Kellie McElhaney 
of University of California at Berkeley. 
46 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 124 (Arlington House, 1969). 
47 Ayn Rand, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal (Signet, New York, 1967) (“Rand, Capitalism”); and Ayn Rand, 
The Virtue of Selfishness (Signet, New York, 1964) (hereinafter “Rand, Selfishness”).  Citing Rand neither 
implies agreement with or endorsement of her “objectivist” philosophy and theories of ethical behavior.  What 
is relevant for purposes of this analysis is that many business persons have adopted her philosophy of ethics as a 
rationale for doing anything necessary and not illegal to maximize profits. 
48 Id.   See, e.g. Alan Greenspan, Antitrust, 63-71, and The Assault on Integrity, 118-121, both in Rand, 
Capitalism, supra note 47.  If the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board can argue that nothing more than 
market forces are required to assure fair treatment of all parties, business persons can claim ample support for 
the same position.   See also, Eric Fromm, Marx’s Concept of Man, 155-158 (Unger, New York, 1961).   
49 Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 66 (Cannan ed. Modern Library, New York, 1937) (hereinafter “Wealth of 
Nations”).  See also, David Ricardo, The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, (Everyman’s Library, 
E. P. Dutton, Inc., 1948) at 33-45 (all gain above that required to pay workers a subsistence wage goes to the 
landlords).  See also, George J. Stigler, The Ricardian Theory of Value and Distribution, LX The Journal of 
Political Economy, 187-207, June 1952. 
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Profit maximization is the way firms behave; alternative theories of firm behavior do not 

work effectively and do not have empirical support behind them.50  Most economic modeling of 
the firm assumes that firms seek to maximize profits unless they have a separation of management 
from ownership, in which case they maximize the well-being of managers.51  In a long-run 
competitive equilibrium, accounting profits fall to competitive levels and economic profits are 
zero.52  When firms make economic profit, the profit attracts additional resources to the industry, 
drives down the price of output, and returns the firms in the industry to zero economic profit.53  
Further, firms behave as though the market is competitive as long as there is a reasonable 
probability that their position in the market will be contested if there are economic profits.54  Firms 
that do not maximize profits, to the extent that they operate in a competitive environment, cannot 
stay in business.55  The vast majority of economists have long claimed that firms profit maximize, 
compete by minimizing costs, and go out of business if they fall behind in the race with 
competitors to reduce costs of production and distribution of goods and services.56 

When business ethicists reject the economists’ argument that business ethics is complying 
with the law and maximizing profits in favor of an ill-conceived theory of sharing of benefit by 
competing interests, they are espousing a position that is simply not tenable.  More fundamentally, 
there is ample evidence that not all businesses comply with the general principles of business 
ethics taught in ethics classes today.57 

 
 

III. WESTERN PHILOSOPHERS DO NOT AGREE AS TO 
WHAT CONSTITUTES ETHICAL BEHAVIOR 

 
Western philosophers do not agree on what constitutes ethical behavior in general or ethical 

business behavior in particular.  Emile Durkheim summarized the state of the conflict within 
Western ethical thought, “[N]otions such as ethics, though freely employed with great assurance, 
as though they correspond to things well known and precisely defined awaken in us nothing but 
confused ideas, a tangle of vague impressions, prejudices, and emotions.”58 “…[I]indeed, it is no 
longer possible today to dispute the fact that law and morality vary from one social type to the 
next, or that they change within the same type if the conditions of life are modified.”59   

The competing views of ethics to which he was referring include, 1) ethical relativism, an 
ethical code that varies from culture to culture, 2) duty ethics, an ethical code enforced by the 

                                                 
50 Walter Nicholson, Microeconomic Theory, Basic Principles and Extensions, 334-342 (Dryden Press, 1985) 
(hereinafter “Nicholson”).  See also Jack Hirshleifer, Price Theory and Applications, 177-80 (Third ed. Prentice 
Hall, 1984) (hereinafter “Hirshleifer”).  See also Harold Demsetz, Where Is the New Industrial State? 12 
Economic Inquiry, March 1974. 
51 See, e.g. Alfred Nicols, Stock versus Mutual Savings and Loan Associations: Some Evidence of Differences in 
Behavior, 57 American Economic Review, May 1967. 
52 Economic profits are zero when a firm earns just enough to attract resources to the industry and remain in 
business in the long run.  This is equivalent to competitive accounting profits (which do not take into account 
the opportunity cost of alternative uses of the resources).  Pindyck and Rubinfeld, supra note 40, at 258-263, 
(firms profit maximize, at 239-40); (in long run equilibrium competitive firms earn zero economic profit). 
53 Id. at 259.   
54 See William J. Baumol, John C. Panzar, and Robert D. Willig, Contestable Markets and the Theory of 
Industry Structure (New York, Harcourt, Brace, Javanovich, 1982); see the criticism of the arguments they put 
forward in William G. Shepherd, Contestability vs. Competition, 74 American Economic Review 572-587 
(1984). 
55 See e.g. Hirshleifer supra note 50, at 215-218.   
56 See Richard A. Lester, Fritz Machlup, Theories of the Firm:  Marginal, Behavioral, Managerial, 47 American 
Economic Review 1-33 (1957); Nicholson, supra note 50, at 334-343.  The economic analysis summarized 
above is reflected in several business ethics treatises.  See, e.g. Sternberg, supra note 1; Fredrich A. von Hayek, 
The Constitution of Liberty (University of Chicago Press,  Chicago 1960); Rand, Capitalism, supra note 47.   
57 See Hefendehl, supra note 22; Beale and Safwat, supra note 22. 
58 Emile Durkheim, The Rules of Sociological Method, 22 (The Free Press, Illinois, 1938).   
59 Id. at 70.    

divinity, 3) self-enforcing ethics inherent in the makeup of humans, 4) consequentialist ethics 
defined by utilitarian or other principles to maximize social well-being, and 5) justice, a structure 
defined by each society for itself and enforced through its legal code.   
 

A. RELATIVIST ETHICAL CODES 
 
Twenty-five hundred years ago, the Sophists claimed that ethics is what society says it is.60  

For example, Zenophanes, Heraclitus, and Democritus explained their philosophy in purely 
humanistic and relative terms and attacked ethical standards supposedly derived from supernatural 
authority on grounds that the standards led to cruelty, intolerance, and other evils that were 
manifestly present in Greece when the Sophists were expounding their views.61  Absent reference 
to a divine enforcement structure, such as that posited by Plato and Aristotle, maintenance of a 
single ethical code without a temporal enforcement mechanism becomes problematic.62    

In the seventeenth century Thomas Hobbes concluded that one takes the interests of others 
into account only to the extent that it is in one’s self-interest to do so.63  No actions are unjust in a 
state of nature; however, in such a state, the life of man is solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.64  
Fear of death and desire for peace cause people to organize a society with laws for their own self-
interest.65  Individuals transferred their own rights to a common power to protect themselves from 
one another through some type of contractual relationship among members of society.66      

Friedrich Nietzsche, writing in the late nineteenth century, supports an ethical structure 
consisting of commercial warfare with no quarter to be given.67  He argues that there are many 
different measures of what is good or bad, depending upon which society’s or culture’s system of 
ethics is examined.68  Members of the “master class” must seek power through danger, severity, 
violence, peril in the street, inequality of rights, secrecy, stoicism, seductive art, and devilry of 
every kind in order to elevate man.69  Nietzsche argues that “herd morality” seeks to redistribute 
the master class’s wealth and benefits to the herd by threatening both use of force in the present 
life and damnation in the next life.70  According to Nietzsche, “Legislative moralities are the 
principal means by which one can form mankind, according to the fancy of a creative and profound 

                                                 
60 W.K.C. Guthrie, The Sophists, 226-227, 231 (Cambridge University Press, 1971) (hereinafter “Guthrie”). 
61 See Plato, Republic 338d-339a (tr. G.M.A. Grube, Hacket Publishing, 1992) (hereinafter “Plato, Republic”).  
The Sophists tended to be atheists, e.g. Protagoras claimed, “[C]oncerning the Gods I am unable to discover 
whether they exist or not or what they are like in form; for there are many hindrances to knowledge, the 
obscurity of the subject and the brevity of human life.”  Plato, Theaeteus in The Collected Dialogs, at (162(d) 
(ed. Edith Hamilton and Huntington Cairns, Princeton University Press, 1961) (hereinafter “Collected 
Dialogs”); Plato, Laws Collected Dialogs, 908(b).   
62 Aristotle and Plato could rely on temporal enforcement of their “divine” ethical code.  There is ample 
evidence of trials and punishment for those convicted of denying the existence of the Gods or their 
pronouncements in ancient Greece, Guthrie, supra note 60, at 227-228, citing Cicero’s Cotta. 
63 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Ch. 15.40 58-59 (ed. C.A. Gaskin, N.Y. Oxford University Press, 1998), (“ 
Leviathan”).   
64 Id. at Ch. 13.9-10.   
65 Id. at Ch. 14.8.   
66 Id. at Ch. 15.36, Ch. 17.13.  While the structure is arguably a precursor of Locke and Rawls, Hobbes took no 
chances with voluntary (or governmental) enforcement of his ethical code.  He introduced God as the ultimate 
enforcer (one cannot violate the social contract because God sees what man does and will judge each man 
accordingly).  Id. at Ch. 38.  While Hobbes presented a relativist justification, he was something of a duty 
ethicist who introduced a divine enforcer because otherwise he felt that justice was merely the advantage or 
interest of the stronger. 
67 Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals (trans. Walter Kaufmann, New York:  Random House, 
1967) (hereinafter, “Genealogy”).   His view has substantial later support.  See, for example, Joseph A. 
Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, 99-103 (Harper, New York, 1942).  (The modern standard 
of life of the masses evolved during the period to relatively unfettered “big business.”  Progress was most 
conspicuous under conditions of large concerns.)  
68 Genealogy supra note 67, at §6.  
69 Id. at IX.   
70 Id. at I, § 10.   
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will: provided, of course that such an artistic will of the first order gets the power into its own 
hands, and can make its creative will prevail over longer periods in the form of legislation, 
religion, and morals.”71  The philosophy is remarkably consistent with the contemporary views of 
Ayn Rand and the Objectivists, who reject most of the mainstream views of business ethics.72 

In the twentieth century, Jean-Paul Sartre and the other existentialist philosophers argued that 
since there is no God there are no absolute, universal, or necessary values.73  Sartre rejects 
determinist theories of ethics as assuming man is like a machine, built for a definite purpose, in 
accordance with an ethical plan.  Instead, he argues, “[E]xistentialism’s first move is to make every 
man aware of what he is and to make the full responsibility of his existence rest on him.”74  Man 
creates his own situational ethical code.  Existentialists suggest that the competing views of Ayn 
Rand,75 Sternberg,76 and Carroll and Buchholtz77 can all be legitimate.  Thus, business ethics is 
relative and there is no one business ethics code that is correct to the exclusion of competing codes.   

C.E. Moore tried to harmonize competing relativist ethical positions by introducing a 
relativist view of ethics based on abstract concepts of “good.”78  For Moore, ethics is the general 
enquiry into what is good, “…if I am asked ‘how is good to be defined?’ My answer is that it 
cannot be defined….”79  Nonetheless, the goal of society should be to bring about as much intrinsic 
goodness as possible.80  He concedes, “[W]ith regard then to ethical judgments which assert that a 
certain kind of action is good as a means to a certain kind of effect, none will be universally true; 
and many, though generally true at one period, will be generally false at others.”81  Since there is 
no means of either reaching agreement as to what is good, or enforcing any consensus that can be 
reached, the philosophy does not offer a basis of any type of ethical or moral code of business 
behavior.82   

Richard Rorty is one of a group of “anti-philosophy philosophers” that includes Michel 
Foucault, Bernard Williams, and Judith Butler who argue that disputes over competing systems of 
ethics are largely irresolvable.  Rorty argues that our beliefs can only have relative validity and that 
there are no absolute truths.83  Rorty claims that there are no universal principles to guide one in 
deriving a system of moral principles applicable to individuals.84  Plato’s just man, Augustine’s 
saint, Kant’s dutiful person, and Nietzsche’s superman all exemplify different strategies for dealing 
with the contingencies of one’s upbringing.85  Rorty claims that an ideal liberal society “is one 
which has no purpose except freedom, no goal except a willingness to see how such encounters 
[between present and new practices] go and to abide by the outcome.  It has no purpose except to 
make life easier for poets and revolutionaries....”86   

                                                 
71 Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, and The Will to Power (Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, 
IX (Oscar Levy, General Editor, New York:  Russell & Russell, 1964).   
72 See, e.g. Leonard Piekoff, Objectivism: The Philosophy of Ayn Rand, (Penguin, 1993) (hereinafter 
“Objectivism”). 
73 Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism and Human Emotions, 22 (New York: Carol Publishing Company, 1993).    
74 Id. at 16.   This does not mean that all existentialists were atheists, only that they were not absolutists in the 
Augistinian sense. 
75 See, e.g. Objectivism, supra note 72. 
76 Sternberg, supra note 1. 
77 Carroll and Buchholtz, supra note 1.    
78 C.E. Moore, Principia Ethica, (rev. ed., Cambridge University Press, 1993). 
79 Id. at 57-58.   
80 Id. at 237-238.   
81 Id. at 74.   
82 See George Santayana, The Philosophy of Bertrand Russell, in Winds of Doctrine, 138-154, (J.M. Dent and 
Sons, London, 1940).  (Russell, then under the influence of Moore, wrote an article summarizing Moore’s 
concept of ethics.  Santayana destroyed Russell’s position, and with it Moore’s position.) 
83 Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (Cambridge University Press, 1989) (hereinafter “Rorty”). 
84 Id. at 35. 
85 Id. at 38. 
86 Id. at 60-61.  In contrast, he argues, classical liberalism (e.g. Locke, Jefferson, and Rawls) seeks to rationalize 
culture as a whole so that passion and fantasy will be ruled by reason.  Id. at 53.  See also Stephen Marcedo, 

Business persons accepting relativist theories of business ethics will not feel bound by the 
mainstream ethical code.  Rather, they are more likely to use it as part of their arsenal of public 
relations tools.  They will adhere to the mainstream ethical code only to the extent that it affects the 
public perceptions of customers, suppliers, and employees in a manner that increases firm profits. 
 

B. DUTY ETHICS: ABSOLUTE ETHICAL CODES ENFORCED BY A DIVINE AUTHORITY 
 

In contrast to relativist ethics, duty ethics may be imposed by divine authority that provides 
either temporal or divine rewards and punishments to compel adherence to the code.  Temporal 
courts enforced divine dictates of the Gods with respect to the manner in which Greeks conducted 
their lives.87  Today, the Catholic Church rejects relativism and enforces an absolute standard 
enforced by the prospect of damnation.88  To the extent that business persons do not believe in 
divine retribution, or do not adopt the particular ethical code, only government enforcement will 
compel adherence. 

Socrates and Plato introduced absolute ethical codes supported by education and enforced by 
the Gods.89  According to Plato, once man understands what justice is man will pursue justice as 
being desirable for its own sake. 90   Since the soul is immortal, practicing justice with reason will 
ultimately benefit the practitioner. 91  Plato’s ethical structure consisted of three hierarchal classes:  
“Guardians,” the elite thinkers and law givers, “Auxiliaries” (soldiers), who carry out the orders of 
the Guardians and protect the city, and “Workers,” who produce goods and services, subject to rule 
of the Guardians and enforcement of the Auxiliaries.92  Guardians could practice censorship, limit 
educational freedom, and lie if it benefited the Republic.93   Plato’s four virtues are wisdom, 
courage, moderation, and justice.  In his ideal world each member of society is supposed to do the 
work assigned to one in one’s station for the common good and not question what is not in one’s 
station.94  His is not a social philosophy compatible with most peoples’ vision of contemporary 
America. 

For Aristotle, human happiness is a life of virtue, which is determined by finding the mean 
between the vices of excess and deficiency.95  Spite, shamelessness, envy, adultery, theft, and 
murder are always wrong.96  All else, taken in moderation, can be virtuous.  Education is supposed 
to produce the propensity to be virtuous.97   While Aristotle does not produce an absolute system of 
ethics in the sense of either Plato’s or Aquinas’s systems, his relative system is still dependent on a 
God.  Aristotle taught that only the select men (and neither women nor the working class) could 
lead the good life and to do so they must walk slowly, be good looking, have money, and be of 
noble birth.98  A “robber baron” who uses a significant portion of his gain to help others could 
arguably fit into at least the Aristotelian theory of what constitutes leading a good life.99  The 

                                                                                                                  
Liberal Virtues: Citizenship, Virtue, and Community in Liberal Constitutionalism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1990). 
87 See e.g. Guthrie supra note 60, at 225-230. 
88 Alexandra Stanley, Crossing Cardinal Nein, New York Times, April 24, 2005.  (In 100 cases Pope Benedict 
the XVI prosecuted as prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faithful, he constantly defended 
absolutist church doctrine against relativism.) 
89 Plato argued that education was essential because it created in people a propensity to find good appealing and 
evil repulsive.  Plato, Republic supra note 61, at 401b-402a.    
90 Id. at 621c.   
91 Id. at 621b-c and Book X.    
92 Id. at 422c, 429c-d.   
93 Id. at 414-415.   
94 Id. at 420b-421c, 427e, 433a.   
95 Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, 1107a, (Penguin, 1974).   
96 Id. at 1107a, 10-15.   
97 Id. at 1104b.   
98 Id. at 1123b, 1 ff.   
99 See Robert C. Solomon:  The Aristotelian Approach to Business Ethics, in Thirteen Questions in Ethics and 
Social Philosophy, 261-7, (ed. G. Lee Bowie, et al., Harcourt College Publishing, 1991). 
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Aristotelian view of the dominance of society over the individual is an antecedent of the 
stakeholder theory of business ethics.   

Bible-based moral theories stress the importance of inner righteousness and the just treatment 
of others.100  St. Augustine argued that divine forgiveness is the foundation of a moral life; virtue is 
housed in the soul,101 and only a righteous person who desires God alone as the focus and 
fulfillment of his life can lead a moral life.102  Properly ordered, the soul has the right attractions 
and repulsions; however, only a righteous person who desires God alone as the focus and 
fulfillment of his life can lead the moral life.103   

Thomas Aquinas argued that God instills ethical values in humans, but humans are free to 
disregard them in this life if they are willing to pay the price of purgatory or damnation in the next 
life.104  All human actions are purposive, freely chosen, and done for the sake of an end, which is 
the ultimate good toward which man strives that is used to measure all other goods and which 
produces happiness.105  For Aquinas, reason is the intellectual activity of the soul, which we 
achieve by seeing God, something we can only do partially in this life, and therefore complete 
happiness can only be attained in a life consisting of contemplation in the next life.106  In this life, 
our propensity to sin makes us flawed and those flaws can be corrected only through supernatural 
grace that heals us and directs us toward God.107  For those who do not believe in Aquinas’s vision 
of divine retribution there is no means of enforcing a code of business ethics derived from his 
general ethical model absent imposing the code by statute.  Prohibitions against stealing and 
committing murder were long ago codified and enforced by the civil legal system; business ethics 
prohibitions must be similarly codified if they are to be enforced. 

Sören Kierkegaard108  identifies three stages of life, 1) the aesthetic stage, where one is 
committed to the pursuit of hedonism that produces wants and desires that cannot be satisfied,109  
2) the ethical stage, which imposes moral constraints on life, and 3) the religious stage, which 
demands absolute obedience to God’s demands even though no adequate reason can be given for 
such obedience.110  Like Aquinas’s prescription, Kierkegaard’s is unlikely to be followed by non-
believers.  In addition, it is not a theory that can produce an ethical standard unless one can divine 
what God wants, something rather difficult in light of the conflicting views of what God wants 
promulgated by competing religions.111    

Immanuel Kant argued that the source of our moral law is our reason that dictates that we 
only act in accordance with rules that would produce reasonable results if they were applied 

                                                 
100 E.g., Love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self control are essential 
for the righteous life, Paul, Galatians 5:22. 
101 (Virtue competes with something lower in the body that expresses dark impulses.) Id. at II.ii.   
102 Id. at IV iv-xii.  Augustine, Confessions, I.vii. p. 39 (trans. Henry Chadwick, New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992). 
103 Id. at IV iv-xii.  He continues by arguing that to see unchanging truths, one must look within to see the 
“immutable light provided by God, which requires divine assistance since reason alone is insufficient.”  Id. at 
VII.x. p. 42.     
104 Thomas Aquinas, Treatise on Happiness, (trans. John A. Oesterle, University of Notre Dame Press, IN 
1983).   
105 Id. Q. II, Art. 8.   
106 Id. Q. III, Art. 5.   
107 Id. Q.V, Art 7.   
108 Sören Kierkegaard, The Stages on Life’s Way (trans. Walter Lowrie, Shoken Books, New York 1967).  In 
the sense that Kierkegaard stressed faith in God because no one knows what God really wants, he is not an 
absolutist. 
109 Id. at 430.  Goodness is a quality of the ethical person that moves the person from selfishness of the aesthetic 
stage to the duties inherent in the ethical life; it is characterized by creative work and self-sacrificial 
relationships.     
110 Sören Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling (tr. Walter Lowrie, Princeton University Press, New Jersey 1970). 
111 See e.g. Ron Suskind, Faith, Certainty and the Presidency of George W. Bush, New York Times Magazine, 
Sunday, October 17, 2004, 44-51, 64, 102, and 106; No By-Line, It Ain’t Necessarily So, Economist, January 1, 
2005, 38-40, (pointing out the wide divergence of views even within Christianity as to the meaning of scriptural 
directives, and the even wider divergence between religions). 

universally as a “Categorical Imperative” or universal law.112  One should treat other people’s ends 
as one’s own in society by harmonizing one’s individual ends with those of society.113   Legislators 
harmonizing individual ends with society’s ends will choose moral laws that meet that standard.114  
God ensures that virtue is rewarded with happiness either in this or the next life to give man a 
reason not to give in to his natural desire for self-interest.115  Thus, Kant claimed man behaved out 
of a sense of duty.   

Robbery and lying are inconsistent with duty and are unethical.  Actions taken in accordance 
with “mediate inclination,” treating customers courteously to increase sales, are neither unethical 
nor ethical because they lack moral content.  Only actions taken in accordance with “immediate 
inclination,” because the actor likes the people for whom the actor does the action, have true moral 
worth.116  In the business context, providing service for customers to increase profits lacks moral 
worth, while performing service for customers despite the fact that it lowers profits has moral 
worth.  This provides a basis for the stakeholder theory of business ethics.  It is also consistent with 
Marxian views.117   

 
 

C. SELF-ENFORCING ETHICAL CODES INHERENT IN HUMAN NATURE 
 

One group of twentieth century philosophers largely removes God as a factor in identifying or 
enforcing an ethical code.  They nonetheless claim that there is still an absolute ethical code that 
people are duty bound to follow and that they inherently will follow.  Charles Darwin’s work 
provided the foundation for a number of philosophers who claimed that there was an absolute set 
of moral principles derivable without reference to a divine being.118   

Alasdair MacIntyre119 rejects efforts to identify morality without a teleological framework, 
i.e. a true nature toward which society must move, a functional concept, defined in terms of 
people’s roles, e.g. as a member of a family, citizen, or business person.120  Judgments about 
justice and injustice require a moral consensus regarding the good for man and the common good 
that can only be had within a community.  Virtues are the “qualities necessary to achieve the goods 
internal to practices.… [T]hey are qualities contributing to the good of a whole life. [They are 
related to] the pursuit of a good for human beings the conception of which can only be elaborated 
and possessed within an ongoing social tradition.”121  “A practice is any coherent and complex 
form of socially established cooperative human activity through which goods internal to that form 
of activity are realized in the course of trying to achieve those standards of excellence which are 

                                                 
112 Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals, 402 (trans. H.J. Paton, Hutchinson’s University 
Library, New York, 1948) (hereinafter “Kant, Groundwork”).   
113 Id. at 436.   
114 Id. at 441 ff. 
115 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, Book II, Ch. 5 (Trans. L.W. Beck Bobbs-Merrill Co., New 
York 1956).  Kant felt that a God was necessary to enforce his system of ethics.  Kant, Groundwork supra note 
112.   
116 Kant, Groundwork supra note 112, at 398. 
117 Karl Marx’s view was that individuals can sacrifice for the greater good of society, which must be properly 
ordered to facilitate complete human fulfillment, otherwise it hinders such fulfillment.  Capitalism is a step 
forward from medieval feudalism, but is insufficient for human beings to find genuine fulfillment.  In a society 
where laborers must sell themselves as a commodity and are left at the mercy of the bourgeoisie.  Karl Marx, 
The Communist Manifesto, 20, 25 (Bantam Books, New York 1992).   
118 See, Charles Darwin, In The Origin of Species, 96-97 (Bantam Classic, New York, 1999).  Charles Darwin, 
The Descent of Man (Prometheus Books, Amherst, New York, 1997).  See also, D.F. Strauss, The Life of Jesus 
(Sigler Press, Mifflintown, Pennsylvania 1994) (an attack on the historicity of the New Testament).  
Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation (New York: Dover Publications, New York) presents an 
atheistic world view.   
119 Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue, 2 ( 2nd ed, University of Notre Dame Press, Indiana 1984) (hereinafter 
“After Virtue”).   
120 Id. at 59.   
121 Id. at 273. 
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appropriate to, and particularly definitive of, that form of activity….”122  Virtues are qualities that 
enable persons to attain goods internal to practices.123   

MacIntyre concludes, “[T]he virtues find their point and purpose not only in sustaining those 
relationships necessary if the variety of goods internal to the practices are to be achieved and not 
only in sustaining the form of an individual life in which that individual may seek out his or her 
good as the good of his or her whole life, but also in sustaining those traditions which provide both 
practices and individual lives with their necessary historical context.”124  This is supposed to 
enable us to make moral judgments that are subject to truth and falsity.  MacIntyre asserts:  
“[U]nsuprisingly it is the lack of any such unifying conception of a human life which underlies 
modern denials of the factual character of moral judgments and more especially of those judgments 
which ascribe virtues or vices to individuals.”125    

While this sounds like a relativist conception, MacIntyre assures us it is not.  MacIntyre 
argues, “[T]he authority of both goods and standards operates in such a way as to rule out all 
subjectivist and emotivist analyses of judgment.”126   Unfortunately, as his critics have pointed out, 
MacIntyre’s structure provides no rational way, absent a tradition created by a God, to decide 
between incompatible traditions because there are no rational standards independent of the 
traditions.  It is circular to answer all evaluative questions by appealing to a telos, an end term of a 
goal directed process, as given.127  This, however, is what mainstream business ethicists seem to 
have done. 

David Hume maintains that there are moral principles resident in our minds that are 
discoverable by reason.128   Virtue is “whatever mental action or quality gives to a spectator the 
pleasing sentiment of approbation and vice the contrary.”129  Virtue and vice are analogous to 
secondary qualities like color and sound and are therefore immutable.130 Speculating about what 
one is obligated to do because it is right, and what one must avoid because it is wrong causes one 
to develop habits that embrace what is right and avoid what is wrong.131  Hume concludes that 
moral behavior is something that is felt.132   

R.M. Hare133 substitutes in place of rationalism and intuitionalism a theory of prescriptivism 
as the basis for duty ethics.134  Hare claims there is something beyond the factual properties of 
actions that make them right or wrong and that individuals must follow the rules of moral thinking 
if they are reasonable.  All individuals should reach the same answers regarding right and wrong, 
either on the basis of critical thinking or intuitive thinking.135  Intuitive moral thinking (“rule 
utilitarianism”) consists of general and simple rules passed down through moral education that 
people follow without thinking.  Critical thinking is employed when intuitive thinking is 
insufficient and is a form of “act utilitarianism.”  Hare claims that, if critical thinking is performed 
                                                 
122 Id. at 187. 
123 Id. at 191.   
124 Id. at 223. 
125 Id. at 225. 
126 Id. at 190. 
127 Hare and Critics:  Essays on Moral Thinking 214-215 (ed. Douglas Seanor and N. Fotion, Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1988), 214-215.  For further criticism of MacIntyre, see: Essays by Charles Taylor, David Miller, 
Elisabeth Frazer, and Nicola Lacey in After MacIntyre: Critical Perspectives on the Work of Alasdair MacIntyre 
(ed. John Horton and Susan Mendus, Notre Dame University Press, Indiana, 1994);  Onora O’Neill, Towards 
Justice and Virtue: A Constructive Account of Practical Reasoning (Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
128 David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals, (ed. Jerome Schneewind, Hackett Publishing 
Co., Indiana, 1983) (hereinafter “Inquiry”). 
129 Id. at 85.   
130David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, Book. III, Sec 2, 470 (ed. L.A. Selby-Bigge, Oxford University 
Press, London, 1888).   
131 Id. at 14-15. 
132Id. at Book III, sec. 1, 468.   
133 R.M. Hare, Moral Thinking, Its Levels, Method and Point (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1981) (hereinafter, 
“Moral Thinking”). 
134 Id. at 124. 
135 Id. at 25. 

with perfect knowledge of the consequences of actions, each individual will frame a universal 
principle which defines acceptable action in the situation independent of the role the individual 
plays in it.136  As a result, utilitarian calculations will not produce counterintuitive judgments.137  
Hare claims that critical thinking provides an objective base for intuitive principles and avoids 
relativism; however, he does not show why objective thinking will produce consistent results from 
person to person or why it should.138  Hare fails to explain why individuals will not regularly argue 
for their own self-interest, in the guise of critical thinking, to produce results favorable to that 
individual.  He also fails to explain why people will comply with the moral rules when their 
personal interests are harmed if they comply.139  Hare recognizes the need for enforcement of any 
ethical code; “It is better for nearly all of us if social rewards and penalties are attached to socially 
beneficial and harmful acts; and so it has come about that on the whole they are….”140  In effect, 
Hare presents an argument for a legally enforceable ethical code. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

D. CONSEQUENTIALIST ETHICAL BEHAVIOR  THAT MAXIMIZES SOCIAL WELL-BEING 
 

Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill pioneered the notion of consequentialist ethics—the 
results of an action determine its desirability.  Mill points out that Christian belief is not universally 
accepted and therefore can’t provide a moral consensus.  Instead, he proposes that actions are right 
when they tend to promote happiness and avoid pain, wrong when they produce pain instead of 
pleasure.141  For Bentham, actions are right or wrong insofar as they augment or diminish the 
happiness of the people affected by the action.142 Mill elaborated by distinguishing between higher 
and lower pleasures; intellectual pleasures are preferable to sensual pleasures.143  Contrary to Kant, 
Mill argues that motives have nothing to do with the morality of an action, regardless of how 
motives reflect on the agent of that action.144  Mill argues that justice is grounded in social utility 
that promotes the interests of everyone.  “It appears from what has been said that justice is a name 
for certain moral requirements which, regarded collectively, stand higher in the scale of social 
utility, and are therefore of more paramount obligation, than any others….”145  The legislation that 
enshrines duties is far more central to development of an ethical code than is the character of 
individuals.146     
 

 
E. RAWLS’S LEGAL CODE PRODUCING JUSTICE AS THE ETHICAL CODE 

 

                                                 
136 Id. at 44. 
137 Id. at 182. 
138 Id. at 45.  See also, Id. at 141, rejecting the case of the sadistic policeman who gets more pleasure out of 
beating a victim than the victim’s pain on grounds no such case is likely to occur.  For a critical examination of 
Hare’s views see, Peter Singer, Practical Ethics, (2nd ed. Cambridge University Press, 1993).   
139 Id. at 205. 
140 Id. at 196. 
141 John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, 7 (ed. George Sher, Hackett Publishing Co., Indiana, 1979).   
142 Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, Ch I, Sec. 1 (Free Press, New 
York, 1970).   
143Id. at 8-10.  (This is a value judgment of the type also made by Plato and Aristotle among others, but there is 
no logical or empirical reason why it need be true universally.)   
144 Id. at 18. 
145 Id. at 62. 
146 Id. at 16-18. 
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John Rawls has developed a contract theory of justice in which the government provides a set 

of rules that addresses those areas where interpersonal contact could give rise to disputes.147  In his 
structure individuals are free to maintain conflicting ethical views as long as the conflicting views 
can co-exist.  The boundaries between co-existence and restriction of individual rights are defined 
by the rules society establishes in its legal codes.  In “A Theory of Justice,” Rawls defines 
society’s “original position,” a hypothetical starting point in which members of a society do not 
know what their position will be, but do know general facts about human society, political theory, 
economic theory, and human psychology.148  In this hypothetical state members establish 
governing principles based on what is most effective for a functional and just society without 
knowing where their position in society will be.149  They balance protection of their liberties 
against widening their opportunities.150  Rawls concludes that rational persons who reason from 
this point of view will arrive at objective moral principles of justice as fairness.151  Conceptually, 
persons in the original position choose a bundle of rights and liberties that the least advantaged will 
prefer so that each individual will have sufficient rights to secure wealth, opportunity, and power 
without infringing unreasonably on the rights of others.152  Persons participating must have only 
two moral powers, a capacity to understand, apply, and act from the public conception of justice 
which characterizes the fair terms of social cooperation (a sense of justice), and a capacity to form, 
revise, and rationally pursue a conception of one’s rational advantage (a capacity for the good) 
under conditions imposed by the original position.153    

In response to criticism that his theories could not be applied in practice Rawls wrote 
“Political Liberalism,”154 in which he develops a means of implementing practical approximations 
of his theoretical structure.  He distinguishes justice, a bundle of rights and liberties protected by 
law, and virtue, the desire to act on principles of right, justice, fairness, fidelity, mutual aid, and not 
injuring or doing harm to the innocent.155 While individuals may choose whether or not to live 
virtuous lives, the principles of justice are defined by law and enforced.  Citizens must comply 
with the law’s dictates.156   

Rawls claims that a majoritarian democratic structure dominated by individuals who have no 
present personal interest in the abstract questions of ethics can reach agreement on a socially 
workable structure of laws that is just for all members of society.157  Under such a system, 
compliance with the law ceases to be an ethical minimum, on which some undefined and 
unenforceable superstructure of subjective ethical pronouncements is built, and becomes the 
enforceable code of business ethics to which businesspersons are held.    

Rawls is not without his critics.  MacIntyre objects to the Rawlsian view of society as “a 
collection of strangers, each pursuing his or her own interests under minimal constraints.”158  
MacIntyre claims that Rawls’s primacy of rules over qualities of character cannot provide an 

                                                 
147 A Theory of Justice supra note 30.   
148 Id. at 14.  Rawls’s original position implements the concept of reversibility—the same moral judgment has to 
apply regardless of the position in which one finds one’s self. Lawrence Kohlberg, The Philosophy of Moral 
Development:  Moral Stages and the Idea of Justice, (Harper, San Francisco 1981). 
149 Id. at 18. 
150 Id. at 143. 
151 A Theory of Justice, supra note 30, at 142-50, 516.  Rawls outlines three stages of moral development, the 
morality of authority, the morality of association, and the morality of principles.  Kohlberg expanded on 
Rawls’s stages of moral development.   
152 Since some people are risk takers and others are risk adverse, there is no reason to assume, as Rawls does, 
that all would choose the same bundle of rights.  See generally, Frank Knight, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit, 
(London School of Economics, London 1946).   
153 Political Liberalism, supra note 30, at 19. 
154 Id. 
155 A Theory of Justice, supra note 30, at 109. 
156 Id. at 561, 572. 
157 Political Liberalism, supra note 30, at 15-22. 
158 After Virtue, supra note 119, at 251. 

adequate account of virtues because a justification of these qualities depends on a prior 
justification of rules.159   

Rorty claims that Rawls hopes culture as a whole will be politicized and that chances for 
fulfillment of idiosyncratic fantasies will be equalized.160  Rorty claims that freedom is placed 
above truth as the goal of thinking and social progress.161  According to Rorty, Rawls’s theory “is 
one which has no purpose except freedom, no goal except a willingness to see how such 
encounters [between present and new practices] go and to abide by the outcome.”162  Rorty says 
Rawls would rationalize culture as a whole so that passion and fantasy will be ruled by reason, and 
truth is placed above freedom so that society may attain ordered liberty.163   

R.M. Hare has criticized Rawls’s theory on the grounds that it is not an adequate basis for 
morality and that Rawls’s method of selecting moral principles is merely a form of 
intuitionalism.164  John Kekes attacks Rawls structure as being internally inconsistent, though he 
never shows convincingly why.165  The Objectivists complain Rawls unnecessarily enlarges the 
scope of the legal system which, they assert, should confine itself to punishment of crime, 
enforcement of contracts, and protection of property rights.166  The answer to both positions is that 
in a democracy the members of the society should resolve the quantity and nature of governmental 
activity.  In the end, what these differences in views of what is right or wrong demonstrate is that 
there is no objective standard on which either philosophers or businessmen agree.167   

The problem with all of Rawls’s critics is that they have no alternative means of imposing 
any ethical structure on business.  To the extent that one wants no limitations on what business 
does, this is a satisfactory outcome and one that the Rawlsian world could produce.  To the extent 
that it is inconsistent with the wishes of most of society, then the Rawlsian structure provides for 
alternative responses.  The present statutory structure demonstrates that the American public is not 
content to have business operate in a regulation-free world.   
 

 
IV. AN ENFORCEABLE BUSINESS ETHICS CODE ASSURES JUSTICE 

  
The current system of statutory and common law already implements society’s ethical values.  

Though not generally organized into a comprehensive code, the statutory and common legal 
structure provides three sets of prescriptive and proscriptive ethical standards: 1) accurate 
disclosure and reporting rules, 2) prohibitions and restrictions on certain business practices, and 3) 
equitable enforcement of certain societal values.  Reporting and disclosure rules punish inaccuracy 
and inadequacy of disclosure.168  Common law fiduciary duties of officers and directors 
supplement statutory rules.169  Statutes imposing clean air and clean water rules prevent firms from 

                                                 
159 Id. at 191. 
160 Rorty supra note 83, at 53. 
161 Id. at xiii. 
162 Id. at 60-61. 
163 Id. at 53. 
164 R.M. Hare, Moral Thinking, Its Levels, Method and Point, 12, 75 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1981).   
165 John Kekes, Against Liberalism 137-158 (Cornell University Press, New York, 1997).  Kekes substitutes a 
form of pluralism that talks about prevention of evil and of morality without ever providing those concepts with 
content. 
166 Rand, Selfishness supra note 47, at 131.  Rand’s objection is to any government intervention beyond the 
minimum required for a capitalist system to function, see generally, Rand, Capitalism supra note 47. 
167 For further disagreement see Stephen Marcedo, Liberal Virtues: Citizenship, Virtue, and Community in 
Liberal Constitutionalism (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1990); Michael Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of 
Justice (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1998); Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice:  Psychological 
Theory and Women’s Dependence, (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1982); Seyla Benhabib, The 
Concrete and the Generalized Other:  The Kohlberg-Gilligan Controversy and Moral Theory, in Women and 
Moral Theory, 154-177 (ed. Eva Feder Kittay and Dianna T. Meyers, Rowman and Littlefield, Totowa, New 
Jersey, 1987).   
168 See the discussion of Securities and Exchange regulation infra at IV.A.1. 
169 See, e.g. Irresponsible Investor supra note 27.  
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shifting costs of doing business from the business to society at large.170  The antitrust laws prohibit 
business from engaging in anticompetitive practices that harm competition.171  The Uniform 
Commercial Code provides a framework of positive laws and equitable standards that govern the 
process of contracting.172  As one might expect in a federal structure where states may establish 
their own laws, ethical rules are not completely consistent from state to state.173  Finally, some 
states have imposed comprehensive ethical codes on specific professions.  The “New Mexico 
Rules of Professional Conduct” for lawyers is an example of such a statutory ethical code.174 
 

 
 
 
 

A. THE ETHICS OF ACCURATE AND COMPLETE FINANCIAL REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE 
 

1. STATUTES REQUIRE ACCURATE AND COMPLETE FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE 
 

The Securities Act of 1933 governs disclosure of information pertaining to sales of stock and 
bonds by requiring filing a registration statement with the SEC containing specified information 
about the security, the registrant’s properties and business, independently certified financial 
statements, notice of pending law suits, and other pertinent information.175  Penalties for violation 
include government imposed fines and imprisonment, as well as private suits to recover losses and 
for damages.176   

The Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 provides for registration of securities, brokers, 
dealers, and national securities associations; requires periodic reporting; and imposes proxy 
solicitation for voting.177  The legislated ethical standard makes it unlawful to make untrue 
statements of material fact or commit fraud or deceit in connection with purchase or sale of 
securities.178  Reporting requirements were expanded and made more precise by the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act of 2002.179  Among the additional requirements are additional reporting standards 
requiring that a public corporation’s audit committee pre-approve all auditing services.  The chief 
financial officer and chief executive officer of the company must certify that the financial reports 
are correct.  Both chief executive officers and chief financial officers face large personal liability 
for falsely certifying.180   

Despite admitted unreliable reporting by up to 14 percent of some industries, there is not 
universal agreement that all of this is desirable.  Despite WorldCom, Health South, and Enron, 

                                                 
170 Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C § 7401 et seq. (2003); Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq. (2003). 
171 The Antitrust laws were passed beginning in 1890 with the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-7 
(2004); followed by the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 12-26a (2004); and Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. §§ 45-48a (2004).  
172 See the discussion of the Uniform Commercial Code infra at 22-24. 
173 See the discussion of the interaction of the employment doctrine of “employment at will” with the “theory of 
implied contract of employment” infra at 25. 
174 See, e.g. N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-101 et seq. (2004).   
175 15 U.S.C. §§ 77a-77aa (2004). 
176 Id. 
177 15 U.S.C. §§ 78a-78mm (2004). 
178 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5.  
179 Pub. L. No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745, codified in scattered sections of 29 U.S.C 11, 15, 18, 28, and 29 (2004). 
180 See, Kourtney T. Cowart, The Sarbanes-Oxley Act: How a Current Model in the Law of Unintended 
Consequences May Affect Securities Litigation, 42 Duq. L. Rev. 293, 309-13 (2004) (“certification provisions 
requiring the establishment and maintenance of internal control systems may persuade courts that a strong 
inference the defendant acted with the requisite scienter exists....”)  Ken Belson, Ebbers Mounts An ‘I Never 
Knew’ Defense,’ New York Times, March 1, 2005.  Ebbers, former chief executive officer of WorldCom 
discovered that the defense of “I did not know,” did not work.    

there are still those who argue that the market, and not regulation requiring accurate financial 
reporting, should determine what corporations tell their investors and potential investors.181 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. DISHONESTY AND BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY ARE ACTIONABLE 
 
Corporate officers and directors have a duty of loyalty.  They must act in the best interest of 

the corporation even if it conflicts with their personal interests.182   They also have a duty of care; 
they have a duty to be informed and to make informed decisions.183  Directors who favor the 
interest of other corporate stakeholders, such as creditors, over those of shareholders have been 
held liable for breaching their fiduciary duty to the shareholders.184  Breach of fiduciary duty by 
partners to other partners is unlawful and actionable.185  The courts must also address competing 
ethical obligations of officers and directors.  Company officers who are also trustees of a firm’s 
pension plan have a fiduciary obligation to their corporations as officers and a fiduciary obligation 
to the beneficiaries of the plan as plan officers.  The courts have ruled that the officers have a 
fiduciary duty to act in favor of the pension plan even if such action is against the interests of the 
corporation.186   On the other hand, an insurance agent has no duty to advise a client what coverage 
to purchase because the insurance agent is the agent of the insurer, not a fiduciary of the insured.187   

The concept of duty to inform has been imposed by statute in the consumer area through 
legislation such as the Truth in Lending Act,188 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,189 and 

                                                 
181 See, e.g., No By-Line, Here it comes:  The Sarbanes-Oxley Backlash, New York Times, April 17, 2005, 
(reporting that 14.8 percent of the metals and mining, and 14.3 percent of defense aerospace sectors admitted to 
defective controls that led to deficient accounting reports).  See also, No By-Line, 404 Tonnes of Paper, The 
Economist, Dec. 8, 2004 (arguing financial controls imposed by Sarbanes-Oxley are onerous to corporations); 
Robert Novak, Inside Report: Threat of the Auditors, Chicago Sun Times/ Brownsville Herald, April 7, 2005), 
arguing that there is no need for the reporting and certification requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley notwithstanding 
WorldCom, Enron, Tyco, and other scandals.  His argument is supported by reports of the increased cost and 
difficulty of complying with the new requirements.  See Andrew Parker, New Rules Help ‘Big Four’ Firms 
Double Fees, Financial Times, February 9, 2005, reporting on doubling of audit fees by the big four accounting 
firms to complete the work mandated by Sarbanes-Oxley; and Carrie Johnson, Hundreds of Reports Delayed, 
Washington Post, March 24, 2005, saying that the additional requirements of Sarbanes Oxley has caused 
hundreds of firms to miss their annual report filing deadlines. 
182 Guth v. Loft, Inc. 5 A.2d 503 (Del. 1939).  (Guth, a director of Loft, Inc., set up a competing company and 
negotiated for the competing company against the interests of Loft.  Guth was found to have breached his 
fiduciary duty of loyalty and the benefits of his actions had to pass to Loft, not to Guth or his competing 
company.) 
183 In re Caremark International, Inc. Derivative Litigation, 698 A.2d 959 (Del Ch. 1996) (corporate directors 
have a duty to implement compliance programs).   
184 See, e.g., 184 Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. supra, (a business corporation must maximize shareholder profit); 
Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc., 506 A.2d 173 (Del. 1986) (directors of a corporation up 
for sale must maximize short-term share value); In re Ben Franklin Retail Stores, Inc., 225 Bankr. 646 (N.D. Ill. 
1998).  See also, Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland N.V. v. Pathe Communications Corp., 1991 WL 277613 
(Del. Ch. 1991).  Some argue that a different paradigm should be substituted for profit maximization.  See, e.g., 
Daniel J.J. Greenwood, Enronitis: Why Good Corporations Go Bad, 2004 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 773 (2004). 
185 Time Warner Entertainment Co. v. Six Flags Over Georgia, L.L.C., 563 S.E. 2d 178 (Ga. Ct. of App., 2002).    
186 Varity Corp. v. Howe, 516 U.S. 489, 116 S.Ct. 1065, 134 L. Ed.2d 130 (1996).   
187 Harts v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, 461 Mich. 1, 597 N.W. 2d 47 (Mich. 1999).  The agent’s duty is to the 
insurance company.  See Detroit Lions, Inc. v. Argovitz, 580 F. Supp. 542 (E.D. MI, 1984) (relationship 
between principal and agent is fiduciary and imposes duty of loyalty, good faith, fair and honest dealing on the 
agent). 
188 15 U.S.C. §§1601-1693r, (2004) (requiring lenders to disclose credit and loan terms to protect consumers 
against misleading and unscrupulous credit tactics). 
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Consumer Product Safety Act190 as well as legislation enabling the Federal Trade Commission,191 
Food and Drug Administration,192 and United States Department of Agriculture to address such 
issues.193  

 
 
 
 
 
 

B. THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (UCC) PROVIDES AN ETHICAL 
FRAMEWORK FOR PURCHASE AND SALE OF BOTH GOODS AND CREDIT 

 
1. THE BATTLE OF THE CONTRACT FORMS UNDER UCC ARTICLE 2 

 
Under the UCC a merchant can accept an offer and form a contract even though he or she 

adds additional consistent terms unless the original offeror affirmatively rejects those additions.194 
Under the common law, a competing ethical standard that is still applicable to purchase and sale of 
services and real property, no contract exists unless the acceptance mirrors the offer.195   The 
offeror has no obligation to take any affirmative action.  Similarly, the common law requirements 
for existence of a contract were much more extensive than are the requirements under the Uniform 
Commercial Code.196   

 
 

2. EQUITABLE REMEDIES FOR ETHICAL BREACHES OF 
GOOD FAITH AND COMMERCIAL REASONABLENESS 

 
When a contract is silent as to how a contract is to be performed, the performing party must 

specify performance in good faith and within limits set by commercial reasonableness.197  So, for 
example, buyers and sellers must act in good faith when buying and selling pursuant to a take-or-

                                                                                                                  
189 21 U.S.C. §§301-393 (2004) (imposing quality and testing standards voluntary ethical behavior failed to 
produce). 
190 15 U.S.C. §§ 2051-2083 (2004). 
191 Fed. Trade Comm. Act of 1914, 15 U.S.C. 45, 52, 55 9(2004).   
192 Fed. Food Drug & Cosmetics Act, 21 U.S.C. 321(n), 331, 343(a) (2004). 
193 Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946, 7 U.S.C. 1622(c) (2004).  15 U.S.C. 45, 53 (2004).  (all have authority 
to control and punish deceptive advertising.  Remedies include enjoining further distribution of advertising, an 
injunction, and monetary penalties.)  See also, FTC v. Pantron I Corp., 33 F3d 1088, 1095 (9th Cir. 1994) which 
discusses FCC enforcement of truth in advertising.   
194 Giesela Ruhl, The Battle of the Forms, Comparative and Economic Observations, 24 U. Pa. J. Int'l Econ. L. 
189 (2003); Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §2-703-3 (2004).  See Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 2.201(a), §2-207-2 
(2004).   
195 See John Adams, The Battle of the Forms, 95 L. Q. Rev. 481 (1979); Ewan McKendrick, The Battle of the 
Forms and the Law of Restitution, 8 Oxford J. Legal Stud. 197 (1988); Rick Rawlings, The Battle of Forms, 42 
Mod. L. Rev. 715 (1979). 
196 The UCC relies on default provisions and gap-filler provisions in the statute, such as those that operate to 
render output and requirements contracts definite by reading into such contracts a quantity that is the actual 
good faith output or requirements of the particular party, 3. Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 2.306 (2004).  
Courts have produced similar results under the common law.  See, e.g., Lenape Resources Corp. v. Tennessee 
Gas Pipeline Co., 925 S.W.2d 565 Tex. (Sup. Ct. 1996); Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §2-311(1) (2004). 
197 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §2-311(1) (2004).  A termination at will provision can only be exercised after giving 
reasonable time to the other party to adjust to the termination, Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §2-309 (2004); 
Maytronics, Ltd. v. Aqua Vac Systems, Inc. 277 F.3d 1317 (11th Cir. 2002).  (Under the customs of the pool 
cleaning equipment industry reasonable notice was six months and premature termination cost the terminating 
company $700,000 in damages paid).  

pay gas purchase agreement.198  Similar rules apply to credit transactions.  Thus, where a bank 
wrongfully dishonors letters of credit, the bank has a good faith obligation to pay damages.199   

Two parties, both acting in good faith, may each have meritorious equitable claims.  Statutes 
resolve the dispute over which equity prevails.  For example, a good faith purchaser who purchases 
goods for value without notice of impropriety prevails over the equitable claims of someone from 
whom the seller fraudulently obtained the goods.200  The law makes the ethical judgment that it is 
fairer to give an honest purchaser of a negotiable instrument the payment for which the purchaser 
negotiated than to relieve the defrauded party of the obligation  
to pay.201    

There is a similar inherent ethical conflict over who prevails when a secured creditor has 
rights to chattel paper representing the proceeds of a sale and the purchaser of the same chattel 
paper also has rights.  The matter is resolved by statute.202  When a secured asset, e.g. grain is 
converted into hogs, there are no traceable proceeds in the grain subject to the security interest.203  
Such conflicting equally defensible equitable claims must be resolved by statute or common law.  

In many instances both statute and common law are required.  A statute must be applied to 
specific facts to revolve disputes.  By statute, a contract can be modified or set aside under a 
court’s equitable powers if a court finds a contract was unconscionable204 even if the party 
originally agreed to the contracts terms.205  The test for unconscionability is whether, under the 
circumstances existing at the time of the making of the contract, the provision or provisions in 
question were so one-sided as to be unconscionable when viewed against the general commercial 
background of the contract.206   

                                                 
198 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. §§ 2.102, and 2.107 (2004); Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 2.103 (2004), El 
Paso Natural Gas Co. v. Minco Oil & Gas, 8 S.W.3d 309 (Tex. Sup. Ct. 1999). 
199 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 1.304 (2004); Travis Bank & Trust v. State, 660 S.W.2d 851 (Tex. App. 
Austin 1983), criticized by Resolution Trust Corp. v. Kimball, 963 F.2d 820 (5th Cir. Tex. 1992). 
200 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §2-403(1) (2004).  The protection does not extend to those who are not good faith 
purchasers, see, e.g. Memphis Hardwood Flooring Co. v. Daniel 771 So.2d 924 (S.Ct. Miss. 2000) (A knowing 
participant in a scheme to defraud a seller is not a good faith purchaser even if the buyer purchased for value). 
201 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §3-305 (2004).  See Ort v. Fowler, 31 Kan. 478, 2 P. 580 (1884) for a summary of 
the common law holder in due course doctrine.  When a bank cashed third party checks with incorrect 
endorsements without questioning the endorsements, the court found a lack of good faith by the bank and held 
that the failure to question perceived irregularities precluded recovery by the bank for losses resulting from the 
forged endorsements.  Pavex, Inc. v. York Federal Savings and Loan Association, 716 A.2d 640 (Pa. Super.Ct. 
1998). 
202 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 9.330(a) (2004), “(a) A purchaser of chattel paper has priority over a security 
interest in the chattel paper that is claimed merely as proceeds of inventory subject to a security interest if: (1) in 
good faith and in the ordinary course of the purchaser's business, the purchaser gives new value and takes 
possession of the chattel paper or obtains control of the chattel paper under Section  9.105; and (2) the chattel 
paper does not indicate that it has been assigned to an identified assignee other than the purchaser.”  A purchaser 
of chattel paper has priority over a security interest in the chattel paper as proceeds if the purchaser gave new 
value and took possession of the chattel paper in good faith, in the ordinary course of the purchaser's business, 
and without knowledge that the purchase violated the rights of the secured party, Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 
9.330(b),(d) (2004). 
203 Farmers Cooperative Elevator Co. v. Union State Bank, 409 N.W.2d 178 (Iowa 1987) (because hogs were 
the same before and after feeding, there were no traceable proceeds from the grain in which creditor had a 
security interest).  A creditor having a security interest in a car may not have a security interest in the insurance 
proceeds, Fidelity Financial Services v. Blaser, 889 P.2d 268 (Okla. 1994) (payment by insurance company to 
owner of a destroyed car in which creditor had a security interest was not “proceeds” because the obligation of 
the insurance company was only to the insured, not to provide the proceeds to the creditor). 
204 See generally, Paul Steinberg  & Gerald Lescatre, Beguiling Heresy: Regulating the Franchise Relationship, 
109 Penn St. L. Rev. 105, 286 (2004), (discussing unconscionability as an equitable remedy).   
205 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §2-302 (2004). 
206 Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc. 32 N.J. 358, 161 A.2d 69 (1960) (contract of adhesion not 
enforceable).  Overly harsh provisions will not be enforced, see Jones v. Star Credit Corp., 59 Misc. 2d 189, 298 
N.Y.S.2d 264 (1969) (contract signed by welfare recipient to buy a refrigerator for a total purchase price totaling 
$1,234.80 that was worth $300 held not enforceable because of the gross inequality of bargaining power and 
resulting unconscionability of the terms of the contract).   Brower v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 246 A.D. 2d 246, 676 
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Legislation was required to determine whether the customer or the bank should bear the loss 

of an electronic funds transfer when neither the customer nor the bank was at fault.207  The split 
was resolved by the Electronic Funds Transfer Act of 1978, which provides statutory rights and 
limits liabilities for users of electronic funds transfer systems.208   Customer liability for use of a 
lost or stolen card is limited if an unauthorized transfer occurs initiated by a person who has no 
actual authority to initiate the transfer, and the customer receives no benefit from it; did not furnish 
the person with the card, code, or other access to the account; and reports the incident promptly.209   
On the other hand, under UCC Article 3, a bank processing an instrument for collection by 
automated means need not examine the instrument if failure to do so does not violate the bank’s 
prescribed procedures and the bank’s procedures do not vary unreasonably from general banking 
usage.210   A bank’s liability for paying a check with a forged signature is limited to the face value 
of the check, even though it can cause substantially greater costs to the customer in terms of 
reputation or damage to business.211   

 
 

C. THE INCONSISTENT NATURE OF BUSINESS ETHICS 
 

1. ETHICAL HANDLING OF EMPLOYEE TERMINATIONS DIFFERS FROM STATE 
TO STATE EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT STANDARDIZED BY FEDERAL LAW 

 
In North Carolina, the courts hold that the employment at will doctrine precluded existence of 

implied employment contracts.212  Similarly, termination of a nurse in retaliation for submitting a 
complaint about the nursing home to the state inspection department was upheld on grounds she 
could contract for whatever security she desired.213  In Michigan, the courts have enforced a verbal 
promise to an employee that if he performed in accordance with written employment policy he 
would not be terminated without cause.214  In Wisconsin, even though an employee signs a contract 
agreeing to be an employee at will, the company’s employment handbook, which stated that the 
employee would not be terminated without just cause, converted employment at will into 
contractual employment.215  The ethics of employment termination is a function of each state’s 
common law and the ethics of implied contracts of employment are inconsistent from state to 
state.216 

                                                                                                                  
N.Y.S.2d 659 (1998) (a clause in a contract requiring the customer in another state to go to Illinois and pay 
$4,000 in fees to arbitrate a dispute over purchase of a computer worth less than $4,000 is oppressive and 
unconscionable because it effectively denied the buyer a forum in which to settle disputes).   See also Gonzalez 
v. A-1 Self Storage, Inc., 350 N.J. Super. 403, 795 A.2d 885) (2000), (exculpatory clause in short-term storage 
space contract held to be “outrageous” and therefore void). 
207 Judd v. Citibank, 107 Misc.2d 526, 435, N.Y.S. 2d 210 (1980). 
208 15 U.S.C. §§ 1693-1693r (2004). 
209 Id.  Similarly, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. §§1681-1681f (2004), was designed to protect 
consumers against inaccurate credit reporting on the theory that as a matter of ethics a consumer is entitled to 
notice and an opportunity to identify errors.  
210 Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §4-103(e) (2004).  If a wrongful dishonor occurs other than because of payment of 
an instrument with a forged signature, the bank is liable for damages for arrest, prosecution, and consequential 
damages caused by the wrongful dishonor of the item, UCC Section 4-402(b), Maryott v. First National Bank of 
Eden, 624 N.W.2d 96 (S.D. 2001).  (Damages paid by bank for wrongful dishonor of three checks that harmed a 
livestock dealer’s reputation and cost him $250,000 in lost income). 
211 Id. 
212 Kurtzman v. Applied Analytical Industries, Inc., 347 N.C. 329, 429 S.E. 2d 420 (N.C., 1997).  
213 Harvey v. Care Initiatives, Inc., 634 N.W.2d 681 (Iowa 2001). 
214 Toussaint v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan, 292 N.W2d. 8809 (S.Ct. Mi. 1980) 
215 Ferraro v. Koelsch, 368 N.W. 2d 666 (WI, 1985).  
216 Federal standardization of employment practices include the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, 29 
U.S.C. §§2601, 2611-1619, 2651-1654 (2004); Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,  prohibits job 
discrimination, 42 U.S.C. §§2000e-2000e-17 (2004); The Age Discrimination Employment Act (ADEA) of 
1987 prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of age, 29 U.S.C. §§ 621-634 (2004).  The Americans 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. THE VARYING TREATMENT OF COVENANTS NOT TO COMPETE 
 
Covenants not to compete are enforceable in some jurisdictions and not in others.  Under 

California law, covenants not to compete are illegal.217  Arizona permits reasonable non-compete 
clauses, but places strict limits on what it considers to be a reasonable non-compete clause.218  
Arkansas employs a relatively more liberal test of reasonableness in non-compete clauses.219 

 
 

D. A COMPREHENSIVE STATUTORY CODE OF LEGAL ETHICS 
 

A number of professions have developed codes of ethical behavior for their practitioners.  In 
some states, these codes have been made statutory and are enforced by the state.  The present New 
Mexico Code of Professional Conduct for lawyers is a statutory code of legal ethics220 and is an 
example of an ethical code imposed in accordance with principles suggested by Rawls.221   The 
code imposes standards of competence and knowledge222 and mandates standards of 
representation,223 promptness,224 and reasonable charges.225  It governs attorney-client interaction 

                                                                                                                  
with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) prohibits job discrimination because of a disability if reasonable 
accommodation can be made, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12102-12118 (2004).  Having the AIDS virus is not a basis for 
withdrawing an offer of employment as a flight attendant from three men according to U.S. District Court Judge 
Phyllis Hamilton.  See San Francisco Chronicle, B 7, March 5, 2005 for the disability.  
217 Cal Bus & Prof Code § 16600 (2005) “Except as provided in this chapter, every contract by which anyone is 
restrained from engaging in a lawful profession, trade, or business of any kind is to that extent void.” Balkema v 
Deiches 202 P2d 1068 (Cal. App. 1949) 90 Cal App 2d 427 (A covenant not to compete by one who has no 
vendible interest in the business sold is void).    Loew's, Inc. v Cole (1950, CA9 Cal) 185 F2d 641, cert. denied 
340 US 954  (the provisions of an employment contract which purport to forbid an employee from practicing his 
profession as a movie writer during the period of his suspension is void).  Chamberlin v Clark Bros. 96 F Supp 
498 (1951, DC Cal) (a licensing contract containing provision whereby licensee undertakes not to manufacture 
any device other than those specified is monopolistic, and such clause renders agreement invalid and against 
granting of any relief for infringement of patent). 
218 Varsity Gold, Inc. v. Porzio, 45 P.3 352 (2002) (Court will not reform an unreasonable non-compete clause 
because if courts did so it would encourage overreaching by the drafters). 
219 Moore v. Midwest Distribution, Inc. 65 S.W.3d 490 (App. Ct. 2002). 
220 See, e.g. N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-101 et seq. (2004).  
221 Political Liberalism, supra note 30.   Indeed, virtually all of the textbook examples of behavior that are cited 
as clearly unethical in today’s business law texts are contained in court decisions finding behavior that is 
described to be unlawful as well as unethical.  See, e.g., Clarkson supra note 1, ethics and agency, 691-
693,ethics and bankruptcy, 607-610, ethics and the battle of the forms 446, benefits of being ethical and 
obstacles to being ethical 97-100, business decision making and ethics, 822-836 codes of ethics, 825, 
commercial reasonableness and ethics, 443-444, 537, contract law and ethics, 350-353, creditors rights and 
ethics, 607-608, definition of ethics, 6, 97, 822, ethics and doing business abroad, 1061-1062, efficiency versus 
due care and ethics, 537-538, electronic fund transfers and ethics, 538-539, employment issues and ethics, 692-
694 , franchise relationships and ethics 842-843, good faith and ethics, 443, good faith purchaser concept and 
ethics, 444, government regulation and ethics, 915-917, gun manufacturers’  warnings and ethics, 193, holder in 
due course concept and ethics, 536, insurance and ethics, 1087-1089, importance of leadership in the 
establishment of ethics and importance of management’s attitude, 824-5, liability for computer viruses and 
ethics, 192-3, negotiable instruments and ethics, 536-539, property and ethics, 983-986, warranties and ethics, 
445-6. 
222 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-101 (2004).   
223 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-102, 16-109, 16-110, 16-115, 16-116, 16-117 (2004).   
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with respect to confidentiality226 and diligence.227  It prohibits assisting a client with criminal or 
fraudulent behavior or in misleading the court.228  A lawyer must ensure subordinates conform to 
the code.229   

A Disciplinary Board, which has jurisdiction over all lawyers, interprets and enforces the 
ethical code230 and imposes appropriate discipline for acts and omissions that violate the code.231  
The rules include a complete set of procedures designed to assure that an accused attorney has full 
procedural due process protections.232 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The government can, and often does, impose ethical legislation to address what major 
portions of society would agree are forms of business behavior that should be regulated.  A 
democratic society with a representative system of government can apply the principles Rawls has 
outlined to impose just outcomes.  To the extent the legal system does not resolve conflicts within 
the society as to what constitutes ethical business behavior; voluntary ethical values will not 
resolve the conflict either.  If an action or omission is not unlawful, there is no objective standard 
society can apply to reach consensus as to whether the action does or does not violate business 
ethics.  Issues not resolved by law must be judged by persons with conflicting personal ethical 
codes.  On the other hand, when society determines what business ethics should be by statute and 
common law, society harmonizes the profit-maximizing code of ethics with majoritarian 
determinations of what constitutes justice.  Harmonizing the two would bridge the gap between 
what business schools teach and what economic forces compel business persons to practice.

                                                                                                                  
224 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-103.  N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-504 (2004) (A lawyer must remain independent by 
assuring that the client, not the person paying the bills, directs the lawyer). 
225 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-104 (2004).  The lawyer must also keep the client informed, N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 
16-105 (2004). 
226 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-106 (2004).  (The exceptions relate to prevention of harm to society such as 
commission of a future crime by the client.) 
227 N.M. R. Prof. Conduct 16-103 (2004). 
228 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-102, 16-201, 16-303, 16-304, 16-305, 16-306 (2004).  N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-
308 (2004).  (A prosecutor must have “probable cause” to prosecute and disclose all evidence helpful to a 
defendant.) 
229N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-501, 16-503, 16-602 (2004).  (Rules govern appointment to a case by a tribunal); 
N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-603, 16-604; 16-701 (2004) (participation in legal services organizations and client 
solicitation rules;  N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-702 (2004) (advertising); describing what is permitted in an 
advertisement); N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 16-703 (2004) (Lawyers may advertise through public media; however, 
they may not pay for a referral).      
230 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 17-201 (2004). 
231 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 17-206, 17-205 (2004). 
232 N.M.R. Prof. Conduct 17-307-17-310 (2004). 



 


